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BOD Meeting and Owners’ Forum Minutes 

June 25, 2019 

 

Present:  Bruce Miller, President 

Kathy Stiles, Acting Treasurer 

Catherine Duff, Vice President 

Philip Stone, Vice President (note taker) 

Linda Charette, Property Manager CI 

Regrets:  Patricia Skinner, Secretary 

 

1)  Agenda:   

Accepted, with one item for new business - application of CCC423 rules and by-laws to 

all owners and tenants. 

2) Adoption of Minutes:   

Minutes of May BOD meeting were accepted.  Proposed by K. Stiles, seconded by C. 

Duff.  Carried 

Minutes of March and April 2019:  The March minutes were accepted. 

For April, efforts will be made by BOD to finalize the finance section of report through 

email exchange. 

3) Financial: 

Absent any update, given ongoing CI transition, there was a nil report.  The PM reported 

that the CI/BDO group are currently entering and updating CCC423 financial records and 
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preparing reports which should be completed in the next week. Once PM has reviewed, 

reports will be sent to the BOD for review.  Acting Treasurer noted that she had been in 

contact with the responsible staff in CI on various financial matters and awaits an 

opportunity to see the first monthly reports under the new accounting regime. PM 

indicated that CI is committed to send monthly financial reports 5 days ahead of future 

BOD meetings. The schedule for release of year end reports has yet to be determined.  

The information for the auditors is expected to be available the week of July 1, 2019. 

PM issued 3 RBC tokens (B Miller, K Stiles, and P Stone) to access the CCC423 

accounts on the CI Portal and for approval of payments (except regular debits e.g. Bell, 

Hydro, City taxes). A point was made that two additional keys will be needed such that 

all BOD management can review accounts online. PM and Treasurer to discuss internally 

with CI for decision on additional keys. 

Contracts: a list was circulated by CI to BOD members.  It appeared to be a list from 

another condominium.  The current contract listing should be accessible on the CCC423 

website. Regarding the elevator contracts it was advised they should be separated into: (a) 

the repair and rehabilitation (RF charge); and, (b) the service contract (OPS charge).  

During discussion, it was raised that there were several contractors seeking 

revised/extension of contracts this year (e.g. Ian for garden: CanDo handyman). Decision: 

PM to call and explain to all contractors that change in Property Management has caused 

some delays in addressing their contract as well as some unfortunate payment delays.  

Also, PM will explain to contractors the new method of payment they will experience 

(not as in the past with issuance of predated cheques).  Clear intention of BOD is to 

continue to engage these contractors as a high degree of job satisfaction exists. A 

suggestion from PM for CanDo was to add addendum to extend existing contract as it 

would lock in hourly rate. 

4) Management Report: 

(A)  Action list - completed:   

- Garage floor cleaning 

- Outer doors - proper closure of doors is now ensured 
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- Fire alarm annual verification done June 24 (some additional floor cleaning done June 

26) 

- Light inside 959 elevator fixed 

- Lawn seeded around front and side 

- Garden Committee book sale raised some $200+ 

- Garden irrigation repaired and operative 

- Painting of pipes for HVAC on roof completed 

- TSSA certificates on file in elevator room 

- Carpets cleaned 

 

(B)  Ongoing - business arising:   

- Keller contract for brickwork- PM to speak with Keller confirming the proposal that 

covered both brickwork and balconies. BOD had approved the Keller report in March 

copy of approval to be sent to PM. 

- Garden irrigation- active; PM noted landscape valve has sensor installed and this should 

save water usage. 

- Window cleaning - to be scheduled soonest by PM.  

- Unit air vents - inspection in early July; first inspection incomplete as owner who 

complained about bird nesting was not present on date agreed to undertake vent 

inspection; additional issue of how many of vent slats need replacing as a separate issue 

to covering vents with bird safe mesh/netting; finally, colour of cover/ slats that need 

replacing will be an item for subsequent review and approval.  

- Electrical outlets - additional inspection needed and follow up anticipated. 

- Carpets - some further work needed at PH level of 969, and inside elevators on both sides 

of CCC423. 

- Pests - Ants and mice: for ants, there has been some exterior treatment to control any 

access to units, but further spraying may be necessary. 

- Collateral issue to vents is mice entering through vents; to be discussed with pest control 

contractors (Regionex). 

- Parking spot - agreed PM to advise Enoch he can only use when cleaning inside (I.e. 

afternoons) not continuously as deliveries, moves and contractors need access to 

building; new signage to be posted.  The Board agreed to research the appropriate 

wording. 

- Water meter monitoring - ongoing; no precipitous surges in use noted 

- PO Box concludes June 30. 
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- Mulch - CD expressed reservations about costs associated with mulching in the garden as 

Operating resources are tight in the current FY. She noted that recent decisions about the 

budget had unfortunately disregarded her counsel and recommendations as Treasurer at the 

time. Consequently, the FY 2019-20 budget adopted has marginal scope for initiating costly 

new initiatives. Following discussion, it was agreed not to proceed this year with the 

mulching exercise. The President B Miller indicated the BOD will hold the line on operating 

budget this FY and when time comes to develop the Budget for the 2020-21 FY, all 

financing options will be considered. 

5) New Business: 

- Governance of CCC423: recent letter from CIPM owners sought the Board’s support for 

various initiatives regarding demands on their staff and property managers.  BOD President 

B Miller to respond conveying BOD views about matters noted in their recent letter. 

- Complaints- noise and disregard of no-smoking bylaw. Agreed to place "no-smoking" signs 

in strategic spots throughout the building to remind owners and residents. PM to write to 

owner of a unit detailing contacts made this week to the tenants, about their disregard for 

non-smoking bylaw and disruptive noise emanating from the unit. PM to action. 

- Garage door maintenance required - PM to action. 

- List of owners and tenants: update required as many recent changes. Also it was 

recommended that an additional column be inserted into table indicating where non-

smoking exemptions have been granted. PM to action and update. 

- Update required of the summary of rules and by-laws required – P Stone to undertake 

exercise.  

- Records management: CIMP are putting CCC423 records into their database. BOD need to 

check all records and identify documents for digitization. Follow up required; PM to check 

if already digital docs can be loaded directly by Directors. 

- Audit: WGP contacted and will be sent financial data at year end when transition completed. 

This may further delay the AGM. 
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- CIMP organization for CCC423:   Lisa is new PM backup; Laura handles financial issues. 

 

6) Closure:  

PM departed following Forum meeting at 7:30pm.  

BOD meeting resumed following the Forum and concluded at 8:00pm  

Next Meeting: To be confirmed soonest. 
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Owners’ Forum 

President Bruce Miller introduced the new CIMP Property Manager Linda Charette to the 

assembly, noting that the transition period with Capital Integral Property Management (CIMP) 

is ongoing, normal CCC423 business is continuing. However, he observed that inputting and 

preparing the finances into the accounting format used by CIMP, including all the necessary 

financial affairs for the corporation, is taking a little longer than expected but should be 

available to the BOD within the coming week. Once the BOD is satisfied with the financial 

statements the BOD will communicate with owners. It is likely that the AGM may be delayed 

slightly as the auditors need final accounting statements. Owners will be advised of the date 

ASAP. 

Bruce noted that the spring window cleaning will happen soon and that the annual verification 

of the fire alarm system (with one unit’s concern see below) has been completed successfully. 

Issues raised by owners: 

- Concern that a unit missed fire alarm check this week: PM to follow up with company to 

check list of visits and advise. 

- Identify where a book exchange can be established: potential sites identified are inside 

doorway to elevators: PM to check feasibility with Fire Marshall 

- Disrespect for CCC423 Rules and bylaws: BM reminded Forum that CCC423 has rules 

and by-laws regarding both noise and that the building is non-smoking area including all 

common areas. The matter of noise and smoking emanating from a unit was raised; it was 

noted that the tenants have been advised to ensure noise is reduced and smoking stopped.  

PM will send letter to all owners reminding them of their civic responsibilities in 

CCC423. BM indicated if there is noise after 11pm then residents should call City hotline 

at 311; repeated offenders will be issued fines by the city that increase with each 

occurrence.  Agreed to ensure that all unit owners and tenants are aware of no-smoking 

bylaw that includes cannabis.  Very few smoking exceptions have been issued. 

Concerning enforcement of non-smoking by-law, it was noted the only recourse is to 

persuade people to cease and desist and ultimately issue a bill for administrative costs 

associated by the complaints. 
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- External, non-sliding Patio doors (“Man Door”) in some units: original doors are causing 

concern due to cold wind and drafts entering units around doors during winter. Past 

winter was extremely bad. This is identified as a multifaceted issue. PM to revisit issue 

sending letter to all owners in first instance asking input throughout building. 

Subsequently, to bring forward a recommendation to BOD for course of action to modify 

situation. Potential RF issue - check recent RFS for replacement timing. 

- Support was expressed for work of the Garden Committee given challenging spring 

weather. 

Forum concluded at 7:30pm. 
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